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Executive Summary
Hespr is a start-up that focuses on promoting mental health by providing an app
for the community. While the app is still in its early access program, Hespr's
development team has been working diligently to improve various aspects and features.
Throughout my internship, many tasks and projects were completed, such as user
outreach, graphic design, written reports, and research. The objectives of this business
project involved gathering information on how to analyze competitors and their
marketing strategies efficiently and how to identify competitors' strengths and
weaknesses effectively. My internship has provided me with valuable findings, leading
me to conclude that efficiently analyzing competitors comes in a three-step process:
collect competitor's information, company comparison, and implementation. In terms of
identifying marketing strengths and weaknesses, it is best to examine one's social
media campaigns and executions. I am very thankful for this rewarding opportunity and
the immense amount of skills I have gained, such as social media strategies,
communication, research tactics, etc. I am looking forward to seeing Hespr continue the
efficiency and productivity of developing the app and launch it to more users.

Business Context
Hespr is in the mobile app development industry, specifically geared towards
mental health and self-care applications. Mental health is an essential aspect at every
stage of life, which can vary from childhood to adulthood. There is often a negative
stigma surrounding mental health, in which it is portrayed as less significant and less
important than one's physical health. This stigma is a reason why most are less willing
to seek mental health treatment. All mental health apps have one goal: to foster
everyday awareness of mental health and abolish the negative stigma. As a startup,
Hespr aims to guide and promote one's personal, as well as community mental health
journey. The app features a guided journal, social platform, and strong algorithms for
users to explore. These features are designed to help users break out of their constant
negativity and blossom strong spirit and intuition as they move forward. Hespr is
currently in its early access program, receiving recommendations and ideas from users
on how to improve the content provided. I worked in the marketing department, focusing
on outreach to gain more testers and create compelling social media campaigns and
content. The marketing department aims to provide users with a sense of awareness,
serenity, inspiration, and motivation.

Business Project Description
To become an asset to Hespr, I was on boarded as a Marketing Intern. I worked
from June to August for six days every week alongside the Chief Marketing Officer. As a
startup, work and demands need to be completed rather quickly and efficiently, which is
why my tasks varied from day-to-day and week-to-week. Some key insights I focused
on were improving customer outreach, graphic design, written reports, and articles,
along with ranging research.
One major project I worked on was customer and micro-influencer outreach. I
would research and dive deeper into discovering more micro-influencers who we could
contact via Instagram, Facebook, or Linkedin. This process involved sifting and
searching through many mental health advocates and analyzing their posts to
determine if our app would provide them value. If this were the case, I would then write
a short blurb that aimed to connect and empathize with the micro-influencer who I was
contacting.

Image 1: This image is a portion of the list of micro-influencers, along with their follower counts.
Image 2: This image is an example portion in regards to the short blurbs I would write to micro-influencers.

This project aimed to: promote our early access program to potential user-bases
and build up prospective friendships/partnerships. Social media supports different
communities such as fitness, education, business, gaming, mental health, etc. Mental
health pages range from motivational speakers to those who aspire to blog their
journey. As a start-up, it was essential to allow prospective customers to acknowledge
possible values and benefits from our app. The outreach plan, mentioned above, assists
Hespr in fulfilling a friendly and professional approach when contacting potential
customers.
In relation to the outreach plan, I was told to create a spreadsheet to organize the
micro-influencers as well as the Instagram early access testers.

Image 3: This image is a portion of the spreadsheet containing all of the micro-influencers we reached out to.

I was able to create this micro-influencers spreadsheet in an organized manner.
The colors above indicated whether the influencer responded or opened our chats,
along with whether or not we need to follow-up again. This spreadsheet was regularly
updated and a simple way for anyone on the team to understand and check upon.

Image 4: This image is a portion of the spreadsheet
containing all Instagram followers, which also indicated
whether or not they are an early tester.

This spreadsheet helps track our Instagram
followers in relation to our early access program.
An easy way to contact potentially interested users
is by examining this spreadsheet, which was
regularly updated. It allowed many members on
our team to get in contact with those who were not
on our mailing list nor participating in the early
access program.

Another major project I worked on was creating potential graphic design posts
and templates. These posts varied from promotional to aesthetic and even
educational. The purpose of these design posts was to execute our campaigns as well
as connect with our followers. Creating these graphic designs included utilizing the
RGB codes of our company colors and understanding how to draw engagement in
terms of advertisementing. Before the end of our internship, Hespr was fortunate
enough to undergo a successful rebranding, which allowed the marketing department
to reestablish a theme, logo, and colors. The rebranding also allowed me to improve
and utilize my graphic design skills for promotional posts, which would later be
uploaded onto Instagram, Facebook, and Linkedin.

Images 5, 6, and 7: These images are examples of graphic design posts I created for promotional, campaign, and
educational purposes.

Along with graphic designs, I assisted in
writing captions regarding the graphics we
uploaded. The captions varied from team
introductions, educational, motivational,
and even call to actions.

Image 8: This image is an example portion of the
captions I wrote for Instagram posts

Writing captions also requires research
and utilizing social media as a resource in
analyzing competitors' campaigns and
executions. I noticed the length of their
captions and strategies as to how we
could improve upon their approaches and
tactics.

Image 9: This image is a portion of a competitor
analysis I completed in terms of their social media
captions.

Along with bigger projects also came smaller projects, which could usually be
completed within a few days or possibly a day. Examples of smaller projects include
research involving the marketing industry, outreach/audience, emotional marketing, and
social media growth. My findings allowed me to submerge and educate myself about
the mental health industry and our company's purpose. Researching the market allowed
a better understanding of audiences’ interests, promoting creativity when generating
new campaign concepts. As aforementioned, the outreach plan I created was formed
upon generalized conclusions from my previous research. While working closely with
the Chief Marketing Officer, we have been able to utilize my findings to develop and
strategize emotional marketing concepts that would initiate social media growth.

Image 10, 11, and 12: These images are portions of research which includes marketing industry, social media growth, and
outreach plans.

Business Project Research
Questions
Throughout this internship, business research was essential to success. My main
research questions are as followed:
1. How can I efficiently analyze competitors and their marketing engagement
approaches?
2. What are effective strategies for turning competitors' weaknesses into our
strengths?
Methods
To uncover the answers to these questions, I took a three-step research
approach: collect competitor’s information, company comparison, and implementation.
Throughout this process, I conferred and discussed my findings with Ayaan Dhir,
Hespr’s Chief Marketing Officer.

Collect Competitor’s Information
Before analyzing competitor’s marketing engagements, it is essential to gather all
details and information about their products, which requires an ample amount of
research and careful collection of facts regarding their company values and outputs
(Fleisher, 2003). Distinctive traits I observed were their special app features, originality,
upcoming projects, user interface, functionality, and cost. Then I moved on to marketing
by exploring all of their social media platforms, which include Instagram, Facebook,
Linkedin, Medium, and more. Social media consists of campaigns, deliverables, articles,
and graphic design, all of which play an essential role in company appearance. Their
online presence is crucial towards how they conduct themselves, meaning how they
exhibit themselves is how they want their customers to perceive them as a professional
company. Finally, I looked into the success rate. These rates can be indicated by
financial measures like sales growth and earnings and non-financial measures like
product quality and loyalty (Mauboussin, 2012). These steps allowed me to convey a
deeper understanding of our competitor's strengths and weaknesses as a company.
Company Comparison
After I finished collecting the competitor’s information and generating my
understanding of their value and success, it is time for company comparison. I first
focused on the app itself, contrasting features such as user interface and functionality. I
proceeded to ask questions such as, "How can we improve our app so that customers
will have a better experience with us rather than our competitors? Are there ways to
clean up our user interface? What features do competitors promote that we lack? etc."
These questions will help our team generate new ideas to implement into our app for
potential customers. Taking the time to analyze strengths and weaknesses will set
change remarkably over time in competitive, intense markets (Sirmon et al., 2010).
After comparing their product to ours, I moved on to contrasting our marketing
strategies and approaches, including comparing social media pages, follower counts,
graphic designs, campaigns, captions, and more. All of these traits help businesses
promote themselves and stand out to potential customers. Once again, I will proceed to
ask questions such as "What is a successful campaign they've implemented that has
increased their value? Is there a useful way they have been communicating with their
customers? etc."
Implementation
Now the final step is implementation, which means thinking about how we could
turn our competitor’s weaknesses into our strengths. There are many approaches to this
step, along with considering every conclusion from the comparison section. Using our
findings, we can start looking into how to execute a successful feature they provide. Our

team can also brainstorm new ways to improve the user interface to stand out against
all competitors. In terms of marketing, it is possible to apply and take inspiration from
previous campaigns and graphic designs. We should be aware of unique gimmicks that
users love from popular pages, and put our twist on them. These implementations could
result in more traction, improved graphic design and animation posts, and increased
customer communication and transparency. It is rather challenging to implement
success rates; however, if we consider all of the comparison and implementation ideas,
our success rates should increase if executed correctly.
Insights
My work was a combination of primary research with the CEO, Ethan Talreja, and
the CMO, Ayaan Dhir; secondary research was conducted about the competitor’s online
platforms. To get hands-on experience with my primary research questions, the CMO
assigned me the task of analyzing one of Hespr's competitors, Reflectly.
Following my method, I attempted to collect Reflectly’s information, including app
cost, functionality, special app features, UI, and upcoming launch projects. To indulge in
the full experience, I downloaded Reflectly for a few days to test out their functionality
and gather data regarding their user interface. After generating my understanding of the
app value and purpose, I took a more in-depth look at their online marketing strategies,
since my primary research questions targeted the marketing department. I also looked
into their social media pages on Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin, and Medium.

Images 13,14, and 15: These images present my marketing research findings in terms of
their marketing analysis, Instagram posts/captions, and summaries of their medium articles.

Marketing-wise, I have been able to conclude that Reflectly is most active on
their Facebook and their Medium site, with frequent posts. Since their strengths lie
heavily on Facebook updates and written articles, Hespr should also focus on creating a
name on both platforms. Their Facebook community happens to be another strength.
We can improve our awareness by reaching out and contacting more advocates
through Facebook, and creating a community room dedicated to Hespr early testers.
However, I noticed one of their weaknesses happens to be the lack of diverse social
media platforms, as well as variety within their Instagram posts. We have already
started improving our graphic designs and are planning future social media content.
Reflectly has only posted daily quotes, which means Hespr's diverse content may
attract a different general audience resulting in increased followers.
To conclude my research, I found that to efficiently analyze competitors and their
marketing engagement, I need to collect competitor’s information, compare company
strengths and weaknesses, and then implement new tactics and contents based on
previous conclusions. Effective strategies to turn their weaknesses into our strengths
rely primarily upon the comparison of successful social media campaigns. If we can
generalize what mental health followers are interested in, then we can implement new
successful campaign concepts.
Limitations
My major limitation while completing this project was the lack of data from our
end of the spectrum. Reflectly’s marketing department has been developing their brand
since 2018, however, we have just started. This shouldn’t be a limitation for too long
since we are currently gathering data and improving our product for the future.

Key Project Learnings and Recommendations
Learnings
This internship has provided me with a more in-depth understanding of the
business field, especially marketing. I gained experience working for an app startup and
learned proper ways to research a professional setting. I now understand how to apply
tactics, strategies, and various methods throughout numerous social platforms.
Furthermore, I was given a chance to learn how to write and analyze competitors
correctly. Pinpointing individual companies' and organizations' strengths and
weaknesses will assist in potential assigned tasks. All traits and skills learned in
marketing will expand my range of expertise for the future. Communication, public

speaking, researching, writing, etc. will be utilized in many settings throughout my
education and career.
Recommendations
My experience working with Hespr has been extremely rewarding and my main
recommendation is to continue working hard and keeping a positive mindset. As most
entrepreneurs know nine out of ten startups fail, however, your attitude and mindset
plays a huge role in a company's success. So I hope to see continued efficiency and
speed in developing the app and launching to more users.
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Image 16 and 17 : Snapshots of my approved attendance log for this internship

